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Romain, "The automobile market economically plays
a dominating role in France. Furthermore, local
manufacturers of test systems and machines often
cannot keep up with customers' technical
requirements. So ibg will be very successful in
France."
Qualisco is the new contact for our French
customers, and he has all necessary equipment like
application laboratory, instruments and a choice of
spare parts at his disposal.
In addition, Qualisco offers contract trials worldwide.
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Testing of piston rods for surface defects

Testing of piston rods for surface defects

infoPiston rods mounted in shock absorbers can have cracks due to their complex pro-

Thus it works out that by using harmonics material differences are now detected which
have been hitherto undetected by using the fundamental wave.
The harmonic analysis is already active in eddylinerS digital and eddyvisorS digital in
the standard setup and is displayed as bargraph diagram.
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largest separation

duction process with several heat treatment steps and grinding processes. More and
more manufacturers are replacing the unreliable and cost intensive visual inspection
by much more efficient and effective automated eddy current test.
ibg offers suitable solutions fitting the
production process. Usually, piston rods
are tested by means of a rotating head
eddyscan®H, the test part is moved
through the rotating head where a probe
disk with test probes rotates. Throughput
of up to 800 mm/sec. is possible.
The “classical” method is also applied, where the test part is rotated and a probe scans
the surface for surface-open defects. This alternative method has been integrated directly into grinder or super finisher systems.
Both of these methods, rotating
probe or rotating test part, can
provide a reliable test of the
critical part surface areas.
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Characteristic test result of a part with too shallow case: the largest separation figure arise
from the 3rd harmonic.

Characteristic test result of a part with
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requirements and can be
integrated into existing
production lines.

